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IP CAMERAS
ORL0103810 
AF-Zoom HD-E IP camera, Alu

IP69K rated enclosure
Video stream is accessible via TCP/IP
Good vibration resistance, G50

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Orlaco AF Zoom HD-E and PTZ HD-E IP cameras are a sturdy 30x optical zoom Ethernet cameras with IP connection. These cameras can be used in a
computer network on cranes, vehicles and vessels. The video stream is accessible via TCP/IP and therefore easily integrated into a computer network.
Both models are shock and vibration-proof, filled with nitrogen, 100% waterproof, have heated lens glass and provide the best possible image in all
conditions. In addition, the cameras have a 0 lux night vision mode and a built-in brightness function for improved view in dark situations.
 
AF Zoom HD-E
 
The powerful camera, with an overall 30x zoom is available in an aluminium as well as a stainless steel version. You can control the camera via a computer
network. Via a network switch multiple Orlaco cameras can be connected to a computer network. The camera images are accessible via the Orlaco
SmartView software or via third party video management software (VMS).
 
PTZ HD-E
 
This powerful 360 degree rotating PTZ camera with an overall 30x zoom is available in an aluminium as well as a stainless steel version. The camera has a
180 degree lifting angle and can rotate 180 degrees to the left and 180 degrees to the right (360 degrees) with a speed of 12.5 degrees per second. You can
control the camera via a computer network. Via a network switch multiple Orlaco cameras can be connected to a computer network. The camera images are
accessible via the Orlaco SmartView software or via third party video management software (VMS).

SPECIFICATIONSSPECIFICATIONS

Cable length 5000 mm

IP Class IP68

Material Anodized aluminum

Supply Voltage DC Max 30 V DC

Supply Voltage DC Min 18 V DC

Temperature range from -40 °C

Temperature range to 85 °C



Vibration Resistance 50G
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